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of LIGHT ENERGY
To understand the DYNAMICS of  the ReRADIATION of  LIGHT ENERGY you must experience it live 
and in person. There is no medium on this planet able to duplicate or capture the magnitude of  
Visible Light Energy generated by our GloFlex PolyPosters and GloFlex PolyWraps. In an effort to 
demonstrate this phenomena, we are sharing this “in plant” photograph of  the ReRADIATION of  
absorbed Light Energy. The aura of  our Xtreme Inks aurora pink ReRADIATED from our posters 
below, to our ceiling above demonstrates the ultimate power of  our fluorescent posters.        
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How does it happen? “Light Energy is absorbed by our Xtreme Inks then ReRADIATED at upwards of 
300% of the Light Energy introduced.” This is our Readers’ Digest version of a very complicated 
process. The extended version would require a discussion in the Quantum Sciences covering 
electrons, photons, electromagnetic radiation, wavelengths and the phenomenon called 
fluorescence. How did we arrive at our technology? We built a working lab, dedicated to brightness.  

Design Dynamics began formulating, developing and manufacturing outdoor billboard inks in 1992. 
From the very beginning, our goal to achieve superior Fluorescent Billboard Posters became our 
passion. We became fixed on the power of fluorescent colorants for our poster clients. Developing  
fluorescent inks that would last and perform through entire billboard showings was our path.

Other manufacturers of billboard posters never manufactured inks let alone fluorescent inks. Today 
we find ourselves manufacturing the brightest billboard posters available on this planet, and our 
clients the brightest advertisers. “Part Art...Part Science...All Technology and Always Seen.”          
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